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Frommer's San Diego 2011 (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2010

	Completely updated every year, Frommer's San Diego features gorgeous color photos of the sights and experiences that await you.


	Mark Hiss has lived in San Diego for more than a quarter of a century and has checked out the city's best hotels and restaurants in person. Get advice on all the San Diego highlights, from...
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Think StrategicallyPalgrave Macmillan, 2011

	Thinking is what sets human beings apart from the rest of the animal

	kingdom. And thinking is what distinguishes each individual human from

	all the others. We think differently, and that makes us different people,

	because it also makes us do things in a host of different ways. Companies

	differ too, due to the fact that they think...
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Timing for AnimationFocal Press, 2002
Learn all the tips and tricks of the trade from the professionals. How should the drawings be arranged in relation to each other? How many are needed? How much space should be left between one group of drawings and the next? How long should each drawing, or group of drawings, remain on the screen to give the maximum dramatic effect? The art of...
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iPhone Game Development: Developing 2D & 3D games in Objective-C (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
What do you need to know to create a game for the iPhone? Even if you've already built some iPhone applications, developing games using iPhone's gestural interface and limited screen layout requires new skills. With iPhone Game Development, you get everything from game development basics and iPhone programming fundamentals to...
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Intelligent Assistant Systems: Concepts, Techniques and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2006
Information is becoming the raw material of modern society. That “difference that makes a difference” (Bateson, 1979) is the driving force of modern service industry. Our information spaces have been technologized and their size as well as their complexity increased. Access to information spaces and the capability to use them...
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Brain, Mind and Medicine: Essays in Eighteenth-Century NeuroscienceSpringer, 2007


	The idea for a volume on eighteenth-century studies

	of brain and behavior originated during a joint

	International Society for the History of the

	Neurosciences (ISHN) and Theoretical and

	Experimental Neuropsychology/Neuropsychologie

	Expérimentale et Théorique (TENNET) symposium

	held in Montreal in June...
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Principles of Cloning, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2013

	  Principles of Cloning, Second Edition is the fully revised edition of the authoritative book on the science of cloning. The book presents the basic biological mechanisms of how cloning works and progresses to discuss current and potential applications in basic biology, agriculture, biotechnology, and medicine. Beginning with the...
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Nuclear Import and Export in Plants and AnimalsSpringer, 2005
The nucleus is perhaps the most complex organelle of the cell. The wide range of functions of the cell nucleus and its molecular components include packaging and maintaining the integrity of the cellular genetic material, generating messages to the protein synthesis machinery of the cell, assembling ribosome precursors and delivering them to the...
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Adenovirus Methods and Protocols, Vol. 2: Ad Proteins and RNA, Lifecycle and Host Interactions, and Phyologenetics (Methods in Molecular Medicine, Vol. 131)Humana Press, 2007

	Adenovirus Methods and Protocols, Second Edition, now in two volumes, is an essential resource for adenovirus (Ad) researchers beginning in the field, and an inspirational starting point for researchers looking to branch into new areas of Ad study. In addition to updating and expanding important chapters from the first edition, the authors...
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Neuropsychedelia: The Revival of Hallucinogen Research since the Decade of the BrainUniversity of California Press, 2012

	Neuropsychedelia examines the revival of psychedelic science since the "Decade of the Brain." After the breakdown of this previously prospering area of psychopharmacology, and in the wake of clashes between counterculture and establishment in the late 1960s, a new generation of hallucinogen researchers used the hype around...
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Perl/Tk Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998

	The Perl/Tk Pocket Reference is a companion volume to Learning Perl/Tk, an O'Reilly Animal Guide. Learning Perl/Tk is a tutorial for Perl/Tk, the extension to Perl for creating graphical user interfaces. With Tk, Perl programs can be window-based rather than command-line based, with buttons, entry fields, listboxes,...
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Life Changing: How Humans are Altering Life on EarthBloomsbury Reference, 2020

	
		In this post-natural history guide, Helen Pilcher invites us to meet key species that have been sculpted by humanity.

	
		We are now living through the post-natural phase, where the fate of all living things is irrevocably intertwined with our own. We domesticated animals to suit our needs, and altered their...
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